
      NATURE vs NURTURE 

�   Nature argument ( Heredity) 
    Human behavior ruled by drives  
    and Instincts      
 
�   Nurture argument ( Socialization) 
    Human behavior is product of   
    learning and social contact     
 
         



�   Social environment:  the entire human 
    environment that we are a part of;   
    where we live and interact with one   
    another 
     
 
 
�   Socialization:  the process by which 
    people learn the characteristics of  
    their group 
 
 
 
 
�   Self:   how we see ourselves ; the  
     internalized view of how other’s see us 
 
 
 
      
 

Socialization 



 
     Socialization is intended to turn us into 
     conforming members of our group 
 
      
 
 
 
 
      
 

Socialization 



�   Behavioral Studies :  Pavlov –  
    conditioned response 
    Skinner & Watson – behavior  
    modification 
 
�   Isolation & Deprivation Studies 
     - Children raised in isolation 
     - Feral Children 
      
 
 
      Animal Studies- The Harlows 
 
     
     



 
 
1.  We imagine how we appear to     

others 
 
2. We interpret others’ reactions 
 
3. We develop a self-concept 
 
 
   

Cooley’s Looking Glass Self 



 
 
  1.  Imitation:  Prep stage… not active role- 
          play.   
 
   2.  Play:  Pretend to take roles of specific  
          people or characters. 
 
   3.  Team Games:  Ability to take multiple 
           role 
 
 
 
 
    Significant other:  An individual who 
     significantly influences someone else 
 
       

 

Mead’s ( Role-taking) 



 
 
 Personality has  3  interrelated 
 parts 

 
 Id = Inborn drives 

 
 
 Superego = Conscience 

 
 
 
   Ego = Balancing force 
 

Freud ( Personality) 



 
Agents of Socialization 

  -    People / groups that influence our 
        self-concept, emotions, behaviors 
 
        Day Care / Babysitters 
         Co-workers 
         Friends / Peers 
         Team-mates 
         Mass Media 

   Schools / Religion 
         Family / Parents  

        
          



 
�     Anticipatory Socialization:   Trying out  
      a role, before entering into it….  a  
      rehearsal, or practice session. 

�     Resocialization:   The process of learning  
       new norms, values, attitudes, and  
       behaviors..to match new situations in life. 
       

 



 

�       Total Institution:   A place almost totally   
�       controlled by those that run it… people  
�       are cut off from the rest of society.   

�       Degradation ceremony:  A ritual meant to 
�      strip away an old identity, an replace it with  
�      a new identity.  

�          

 



 
Are We Prisoners of 

Socialization? 


